
Future-proof and precise fertilising technology
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Pneumatic fertiliser spreader

Working width up to 36 m



Saving costs already when buying
fertiliser
The AGT also guarantees high-precision
distribution of fine, prilled granulates
with problematic spreading properties.
This provides lucrative cost advantages
when buying fertiliser.

Longer application windows in
 fertilisation
The AGT provides high-precision sprea-
ding independent of wind, weather,
 slopes and fertiliser quality.

Increased yield thanks to gain in
 precision
The AGT booms with 6-fold section
 control distribute valuable fertiliser with
maximum precision in fields, headlands,
wedge shaped fields and along field
borders.

Cost reduction thanks to increased
strength
Daily output of 350 ha, space savings
thanks to less tramlines, increased effi-
ciency thanks to reduced diesel and
operating costs.
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Increased

profitability by safety

With the AGT, you can save
more than € 40,000/year
for each 1,000 ha of field
area!
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To achieve maximum profitability in cost-intensive fertilisation,
metering and spreading must be optimized.

Trailed AGT pneumatic fertiliser spreaders with boom models for
working widths of 30, 32 and 36 completely redefine the perfor-
mance limits of professional fertiliser technology.

The consequent use of modern technologies in combination
with future-proof ISOBUS electronics further increases precision,
safety, comfort and profitability of AGT fertilisation.

Every single grain of fertiliser counts
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One metering unit for each section

Six metering units - three on each side - ensure high-precision
metering of fertiliser with problematic pouring properties. This
advanced metering accuracy of the pneumatic fertiliser spreader
is based on precise forced metering of granulates by means of
six cam wheel shafts. Each mete-
ring unit is equipped with one
cam wheel shaft that is hydrauli-
cally driven according to the
 actual forward speed. The appli-
cation rate can be adjusted indi-
vidually for the left and right
boom side.

Elegant calibration

Thanks to its integrated comfortable calibration test system, 
AGT provides easy and quick high-precision adjustment for any
desired type of fertiliser. With a maximum application rate of 
250 kg/ha urea at 15 km/h working speed, this system offers
 impressive performance and precision for any application.

The result

Maximum metering accuracy independent of pouring properties
and fertiliser quality. At varying forward speeds, the spreading
rate remains constant all times.

Metering and distribution with
peak performance

AGT spreading technologyAGT spreading technology

Section 3Section 2Section 1

Precision comes first

Three metering units on each side

Calibration test system
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Stainless steel boom

Thanks to the stable stainless steel booms, also fertilisers with problematic
spreading properties can be distributed at high precision and safety. 30 tur-
bulence chamber manifolds ensure fan-shaped distribution with double
overlapping. This makes the AGT almost independent of wind and weather.

Optimum boom guiding

Thanks to intelligent coordination of the pendulum frame suspension, the
boom parallelogram with shock absorption and the hydro-pneumatic chas-
sis, the booms are automatically stabilised also at high forward speeds.

Comfortable operation

The entire booms can be easily and safely controlled with the standard joy-
stick. Any of the six sections and the slope compensation system can be
 activated comfortably at the push of a button. This enables high-efficient
spreading, also on wedge shaped fields.

The AGT also convinces in limited border spreading. The boom spreads the
valuable fertiliser at 100 %-precision up to the border of the field.

Section 5 Section 6

Pendulum frame suspension

Turbulence chamber manifold

Section 4



AGT electronicsAGT electronics

The future-proof AGT ISOBUS electronics further increase the pre-
cision, efficiency and comfort of fertiliser spreading. The CCI-1200
universal terminal with the high-resolution 12” colour touchscreen
offers ideal operating comfort during day and night. The driver
can choose between a clear overview with 2 large windows or one
large window. In parallel, up to 4 mini view windows, for instance
for the rear view camera, are displayed. With the serial, intelligent
help application, electronic problems can be solved by themsel-
ves. An ergonomically ideal working position is enabled by the
 optional joystick. The result: Fatigue-free working for many hours
under tough conditions.

With an optional electronic assistant, the AGT achieves maximum
efficiency for any application:

Distance Control:

Enables fully automatic boom guiding with two ultrasonic sensors
at the booms. Distance control keeps the booms in parallel with
the ground surface. This relieves the strain on the driver in difficult
terrain and/or at night. (optional)

Section Control:

GPS-supported section and headlands control with parallel
 tracking function

N Sensor:

The AGT electronics also support  the N sensor. The connection is
established via an SCU-L.
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Easy and comfortable operation

Innovative RAUCH ISOBUS techno-
logy for AGT allows familiar opera-
tion with already existing ISOBUS
operating terminals from a variety
of providers and machines.

ISOBUS

Utilise synergies –

increase efficiency

ISOBUS-synergies

The Rauch AGT is equipped for stan-
dard ISOBUS applications like
– Section Control (Müller Elektronik)
– Spreader Pro module (John Deere)
– N Sensor application (SCU-L)



High efficiency at 

maximum precision

ISOBUS application:

The standard AGT ISOBUS job computer is currently
compatible with universal terminals:

- by RAUCH: CCI 1200, CCI-50
- by Müller Elektronik Comfort, Touch Me 800/1200
- from John Deere JD 2630

Optionally, the following ISOBUS GPS applications are
offered:

- Task control
- Section control
- Parallel tracking
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Distance control: Automatic boom guiding

Distance control: Ultrasonic sensor

AGT with N sensorAGT operation with various universal terminals

Series: Rear view camera

JD 2630

Müller Comfort

Müller Touch Me

CCI-50



The sum of many

solutions in detail

decides the overall

functions

AGT innovationsAGT innovations

FreeLane

FreeLane prevents the ingress of fertiliser into the driving tracks.
This way, up to 5% of fertiliser is saved with every passage with out
loss in profit. The fertiliser quantity can be accurately adjusted at
the cam wheels.

Intelligent chassis technology

The hydropneumatic AGT chassis offers maximum safety standards
at transport speeds of up to 40 km/h. The intelligent, electronically
controlled shock absorber technology does not only enable high
working speeds in the field but also constantly eases the load on
and stabilises the booms.

Electronic diagnostic system

All electrical AGT circuits including sensors are monitored in a cen-
tralise control box with LEDs. This considerably minimizes the time
requirements for maintenance and repair.

Long-life booms completely made of stainless steel

The entire AGT booms are made of stainless steel. The stainless
steel fertiliser tubes further contribute to the high stability of the
sophisticated design. This protects the machine from corrosion,
wear and load peaks. Only a few tubes are made of abrasion-
resistant plastic. The booms can be hydraulically remote 
controlled and folded in and out in not more than 90 seconds.

Quality that pays off
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Not only in field application does
AGT amaze with its high precision,
efficiency and profitability. AGT
also convinces in loading, trans-
port as well as cleaning and main-
tenance with numerous practical
detailed solutions.

The optional com-
pressed air cleaning
gun with separate
compressed air tank
simplifies the
cleaning process.

To withstand the load on the sy-
stem in tough and professional
application, all AGT components
are consequently designed for
long service life and high stability.

Already in the development
phase, the rest results of re-
nowned test institutions* have
been included in the design pro-
cess. The booms have been tested
in demanding load tests on state-
of-the-art test bays from the air-
craft industry.

*IMA in Dresden

FreeLane: fertiliser savings of up to 5%



Automatic boom collision protection

The AGT features integrated safety systems in case the driver
does not notice an obstacle in the field. For instance, if the
boom is in danger of colliding with a tree, pylon or wind tur-
bine, the rear 2.5 m of the boom ends can be swivelled to the
front or back. (optional)

Remote-controlled hopper cover

The hopper cover can be hydraulically remote controlled to
enable efficient loading without leaving the driver cabin.

High-performance blower

Two RPM-stabilised high-performance blowers generate a
constant, powerful air current and guide the exactly metered
fertiliser at speeds of up to 175 km/h to the ends of the
booms almost without any delay.

Specialized metering shafts

Thanks to specialized metering shafts (optional), tiny quanti-
ties of anti-slug pellet or fine seeds can distributed precisely.

High-quality materials

Elaborate painting of all parts and application of high-quality
materials preserve the value of the investment for many
years.
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Remote-controlled hopper cover

Two maintenance-friendly high performance
 blowers ensure a continuous fertiliser transport

Automatic boom collision protection

Intelligent chassis technology



Clear AGT advantagesClear AGT advantages

High profitability

AGT enables new impressive potentials for savings. Usually, more
than 40,000 €/year per 1,000 ha arable land cost savings can be
achieved in comparison to twin-disc fertilisers with 27 m working
width.

AGT also guarantees high-precision distribution of cost-efficient
fertilisers with problematic spreading properties. This enables
 lucrative cost advantages, already when buying the fertiliser.

With FreeLane, valuable fertiliser which otherwise falls into the
tramlines is saved. These are up to 5% less fertiliser in 36m
 tramlines.

Precision advantage

AGT metering and distribution enables utilisation of yield poten-
tials up to field borders with high efficiency. Additionally, the six
section settings provide for almost optimum supply of head-
lands and wedge shaped fields with valuable fertiliser.

High efficiency

Due to the high working width, the high working speed and the
large hopper capacity, the AGT covers a daily area of 350 ha.

By switching to a tramline system with a width of 36 m, less
tracks occur and unproductive clear trails are avoided. This way,
working time as well as diesel consumption are reduced.
 Additionally, the valuable usable area is increased as no tracks
are required.

Independent of wind and weather

Spreading technology based on stainless steel booms and turbu-
lence chamber manifolds enables precise spreading indepen-
dent of wind, air humidity, slopes and fertiliser quality. This way,
optimum fertilisation periods can also be used under adverse
weather conditions.

Perfect boom guiding

The AGT is characterised by ideal boom guiding during opera-
tion. Thanks to intelligent coordination of the pendulum frame
suspension, the boom parallelogram with shock absorption and
the hydropneumatic chassis, the booms are automatically stabili-
sed also at high forward speeds.

High safety reserves

The intelligent chassis enables high safety standards with the
transportation drive. In the field, the optional boom collision
 protection protects against damages.
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Impressive performance for professionals

Machine functions

Six metering units across direction of travel (three units each left and right under the
hopper)

Six-fold partial width control, GPS-controlled on request (Section Control)

Hydraulic drive with separate application rate control on left and right

Speed recording system of cam wheels with rotary pulse sensor

Level sensor in the hopper

Vario blower: - PTO speed 600 to 1300 min-1
- Blower driven by on-board hydraulic system

Booms: - Three stainless steel boom segments on each side
- Hydraulic boom actuation, folded over three times
- Attached to pendulum frame with levelling mechanism
- Height adjustment via parallelogram from 1 m to 2 m ground clearance
- Optional automatic boom guiding (Distance Control)

Tractor requirements:

Power class from 135 kW / 180 HP, hydraulic supply 60 l/min at 180 bar, 2 double acting
control units, free return flow

Technical data

Maximum permissible total weight 12,000 kg

Transport speed 40 km/h

Empty weight 7,000 kg

Hopper capacity 6,300 l (approx. 4,700 kg urea)

Filling height 3.15 m

Transport width 2.98 m

Transport height 3.85 m

Vehicle length (towing eye to vehicle end) 7.90 m

Vehicle length (towing eye to axle) 5.10 m

Ground clearance (relating to lower edge of frame) 0.7 m

Track width 2.25 m or 2.70 m

Axle Hydropneumatic spring suspension

Towing equipment Towing eye or trailing ball - top hitching

Static load 2,000 kg

Braking system Pneumatic braking system

Support foot Hydraulic height adjustment, manually folding

Hopper cover Hydraulic folding, remote-controlled

Maximum application rate (approx.) 250 kg/ha urea at 15 km/h

Boom working width 30 m/32 m/36 m

Number of injectors 30 pieces with 36 m (distance = 1.20 m)

Tyres (standard) 520/85 R42 (Continental)
Other tyres available on request
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Options

ISOBUS terminal

Booms with collision protection

Distance control boom guiding

Specialized metering shafts for
fine seeds

Compressed air cleaning gun

FreeLane: no fertiliser in the
tramlines



Mobile customer service

Customer service hotline

TeleLook error analysis via smartphone

E Learning

Test hall service

 
 
 

Double powder coating

Dealer portal

www.rauch.de

RAUCH Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH
76545 Sinzheim, Germany - Postfach 1162
Phone +49 (0) 7221/985-0 · Fax +49 (0) 7221/985-200
info@rauch.de · www.rauch.de

We reserve the right to make changes to improve our products.
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